Minutes 8-6
Advisors’ Report: Bobbie Shores
-Think about how we are going to do meetings in a safe way when the academic year starts
-Make sure to keep advisors in the loop when we take action so that they can report our actions.
President’s Report
-OU partnership: SGA president of OU hasn’t responded to us but it is still summer so they may
not be active. We will still try to reach out to them whenever possible.
-Phase 3 recommendations: School board will consider our recommendations and critiques to
supplement the current plan.
-Title IX: New regulations have been made and USAO is adjusting accordingly. We will get our
senate involved with this matter when they are elected.
Floor yielded to Monica Trevino
-Transparency is key when we implement policies in reaction with changes. We want feedback
on changes made before the year. We don’t want to overwhelm our students with changes.
Floor yielded back to President
-Pass/No Pass executive recommendation: Position is that students who had to take online
summer courses should be able to enjoy the comfort of not hurting their GPA after taking online
courses by having the option to pass or not pass rather than taking a letter grade. Executive
recommendation was sent to faculty association members to review. Responses from faculty
were prompt and also supportive of the recommendation. They were eager to move forward with
it. A student survey has been sent out to gauge the opinions of students on the matter. Academic
affairs division has reviewed the recommendation and will hopefully respond soon.
-Executive Fall meeting times: We want to get a meeting time established today because we
don’t have another meeting scheduled for the summer
Unfinished Business
Executive Desks; moved by VP Brooks by unanimous consent
-Funds: (gen: 1577.32 exe 233.94). As long as funds are requested and approved, we should be able
to order desks. We would like a clear budget by September before we have a senate.
Shipping for desks is expensive so the motion made by Vice President Brooks was to set aside
$600 to purchase 5 desks from Ikea. The move passed with a vote: 4 yes 1 no
Executive Fall Schedule and Meeting Time
-As of right now, meetings are at 11:05 on Thursdays and it has been agreed that we should keep
this time.
-Venue is undecided, but it is the President’s opinion that we can social distance in the
amphitheater. We have agreed on requesting the Davis Amphitheater.
Motion from Treasurer Melendez to Reconsider desks from Ikea with expensive shipping: 5 yes
0 no

Motion from Treasurer Melendez to set aside $500 to purchase desks from Walmart: 4 yes 0 no
Motion from Parliamentarian to go into new business
Ice Cream Social: Casey Ritter
-SAB is trying to get an ice cream truck to come that way ice cream is pre-packaged and
sanitary. Clubs and organizations, as of now, are supposed to have tables to advertise. Casey
recommended that clubs have a QR code to access info on their organizations. It is supposed to
be during the first week of class on Wednesday but we will know for sure in a matter of days.
Website Corrections: President Peebles
-Suggestions don’t go to SGA email and we actually don’t know where suggestions go at all.
-Bret to ask Becky Brennan how to link suggestion box to our Email. We also need to move
minutes from Senate to Executive and add minutes from our previous meetings to our website.
Open Discussion and Announcements
-Pres. Peebles: tell friends to do the survey about summer classes. We can also use surveys to
gauge student opinions on other matters.
Motion to Adjourn from Parliamentarian Alexander

